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Chapter 1951: Why? 

However, Lin Yi was a person who could be persuaded by reason but not cowed by force. He couldn’t 

bear to see han Jingjing crying on the ground. 

He’d classified her as a suspect before, and so he didn’t want to have much contact with her, but now it 

seemed like something was different. This han Jingjing didn’t seem to have any schemes. On the 

contrary, it seemed like there was a string missing in her brain? 

“Alright, stop crying. Let me see how your head is.” Lin Yi bent down and carefully moved her hand 

away, only to see a big bump on the back of her head. Luckily this girl was still young. If she was older, 

she’d have a brain hemorrhage! 

“Wuwu … It hurts …” Han Jingjing’s face was like a Pear Blossom in the rain. It was as miserable as it 

could be. 

At this moment, many of her classmates looked over. After all, everyone was curious as to why a girl was 

sitting on the ground and crying. 

Some of the students who didn’t know what was going on started making wild guesses as they scolded 

Lin Yi,”Do you see that? This guy must’ve cheated on her and his girlfriend found out. Look at how pitiful 

his girlfriend is!” 

“This guy’s eyes are really so long that they reach the soles of his shoes. Such a beautiful girlfriend, he 

must cherish her and worship her. Look at how he made her cry so sadly!” Another boy said indignantly. 

Lin Yi was far away, but he was still an Earth Class-his eyes and ears weren’t something a normal person 

could have, and he heard everything the two said! 

One had to admit that han Jingjing was a little beauty. Her round face and big eyes made her look like a 

porcelain doll. Her beauty wasn’t like the miss’s classical beauty, nor the Chen Yushu’s pure and cheeky 

beauty. She had the feeling of a little loli. 

Especially now, when she was crying pitifully, it made people feel even more sympathetic. So the 

comments were almost one-sided towards han Jingjing, and Lin Yi had become the heartless villain! 

Although Lin Yi didn’t care about these things, it was still troublesome for the Miss to hear all this 

nonsense. Lin Yi had to end this quickly. He reached out and touched the big bump on han Jingjing’s 

head, quickly circulating the art of Dragon mastery and healing her bump … 

“Alright, stand up and let’s go!” Lin Yi said after healing han Jingjing. 

“Eh? It doesn’t hurt anymore?” Han Jingjing touched the back of her head and realized that the big 

muscle lump was gone. She looked at Lin Yi in surprise and joy,”Wow, you’re amazing. How did you do 

it? Can you teach me?” 

Lin Yi frowned, realizing that he’d been a little reckless in his rush to save a new neighbor he’d just met, 

and the neighbor was a curious one, wanting to get to the bottom of things. 



“We’ll talk about it later! Go to the classroom now, there are people watching!” Lin Yi said. 

“Oh, alright!” Han Jing Jing patted the dust off her pants and followed Lin Yi. 

“What’s going on?” The crowd was confused when they saw the crying han Jingjing suddenly smile and 

follow Lin Yi like nothing had happened. 

“I know, that girl must have made some unreasonable request to her boyfriend. When her boyfriend 

didn’t agree, she cried. When her boyfriend agreed, she smiled!” One of the onlookers said. 

“Argh! Maybe she wanted to buy some makeup or clothes, but her boyfriend didn’t let her buy them, so 

she acted coquettishly and went back on her word?” Another onlooker nodded and said. 

“It’s very possible!” Another person chimed in … 

However, no matter what, since the person involved had left, the rest of them had also dispersed … It 

was class time now. It was fine to watch the fun, but it would not be worth it if they delayed the class … 

“Lin Yi, how old are you? how many months were you born? why are you so strong?” Han Jingjing asked 

curiously. 

“I don’t know,” Lin Yi said, speaking the truth. How would he know when he was born? What do orphans 

know? 

“Ah … How is that possible? You’re lying. ” Han Jing Jing said. 

“I’m not lying. I’m an orphan. ” Lin Yi didn’t want her to cry again, so he replied. 

“Ah!” Han Jingjing was taken aback. She didn’t expect Lin Yi to answer like that. She fell silent for a while 

before saying, “I’m sorry, I didn’t know … Since you’re older than me, I’ll just call you Lin Yi bro!” 

“It’s nothing. I’m used to it. ” “We’re classmates,”Lin Yi said faintly,” what would people think if they 

saw you call me big brother?” 

“Why do you care about others?” Han Jing Jing asked. 

“Why?” Lin Yi blinked, not knowing how to respond to her. 

“Yes, why?” Han Jing Jing asked. 

“It’s nothing. Do as you wish. ” Lin Yi shook his head. This han Jingjing’s intelligence seemed to be 

lacking. Did she lose her mind from the fall? 

“Oh, okay.” Han Jing Jing nodded happily and said,””From now on, you’re my Lin Yi bro, you have to 

teach me that magical healing Kungfu!” 

“That … You won’t be able to learn it.” Lin Yi said with a bitter smile. 

“Why can’t I learn it?” Han Jingjing blinked curiously. 

“Because …” Lin Yi didn’t know how to continue,””Why do you have so many whys? Why don’t you go 

and see a hundred thousand whys?” 

“What are 100000 whys?” Han Jing Jing asked curiously. 



“You’ve defeated me,” “How did you get this old?” Lin Yi was speechless. 

“To live with my little brother!” Han Jingjing said in all seriousness. 

Lin Yi pointed at the classroom.””We’re here. This is the place. This is the pharmacy department.” 

“Thanks, can I go to and from school with Lin Yi bro every day?” Han Jing Jing asked happily. 

“We’ll talk about it later. ” Lin Yi wanted to get rid of this girl, why was she so talkative? Why didn’t I see 

it before? If he had known that she was so troublesome, he would have rejected her when she asked to 

ride in the same car as him in the morning. 

Lin Yi walked into the classroom and saw that the seats were the same as before. Xinyan was still in her 

seat, and Lin Yi walked over to sit beside her. 

Han Jingjing, on the other hand, followed Lin Yi to his side, but her appearance attracted a lot of 

attention from her classmates! Wang Xinyan was also the school’s most beautiful girl, but she was 

already taken, so the boys didn’t have any thoughts about her anymore. 

Chapter 1952: I’m afraid of getting lost 

  

However, han Jingjing was different. The appearance of such a beautiful woman immediately attracted 

the attention of many Bachelors. Even right coiling Tiger took a few more glances at her. 

However, han Jingjing seemed to have come with Lin Yi. Otherwise, she wouldn’t be standing next to Lin 

Yi’s seat. 

“What else do you want?” Lin Yi frowned and raised his head to ask. 

“Where should I sit?” Han Jing Jing asked. 

“Just sit anywhere, aren’t there so many empty seats here?” Lin Yi pointed at the empty seats. 

“Can I sit next to you then, Lin Yi bro?” Han Jingjing looked at Lin Yi pitifully. 

“There’s no space next to me, are you going to sit in the aisle?” Lin Yi immediately rejected her request-

he’d have to quit class if he agreed, and he’d have to spend all his time asking questions. 

“If you let this big sister sit inside and you sit in the middle, then I can sit beside you, right?” Han 

Jingjing’s logical thinking was not wrong. 

“No,” Lin Yi rejected without waiting for Xinyan’s reply. 

Han Jingjing was about to say something, but boss Bai walked into the classroom with a textbook under 

his arm. Han Jingjing had no choice but to find a seat and sit down, feeling a little depressed. 

Wang Xinyan looked at han Jingjing strangely, and then looked at Lin Yi. She wanted to ask, but she was 

afraid that Lin Yi would think that she was being a busybody, so she held back. 

“Oh … Student han Jingjing is already here?” Boss Bai saw han Jingjing the moment he entered the 

classroom. He nodded at her and said,””Let Me Introduce Her to everyone. She’s Han Jingjing, the 



second girl in our pharmacy major. She was held up by some matters earlier, so she only came to school 

today!” 

Something happened before? I’m afraid he’s avoiding military training? Some of the students in the 

classroom could not help but think this way. However, when they thought of han Jingjing, a weak 

beauty, they just let her escape. It was no big deal. 

Therefore, after boss Bai’s introduction, the class broke out into a round of applause. It was obvious that 

the boys were welcoming han Jingjing’s arrival. 

“Alright, I’ve finished introducing the new students. Let’s get ready for class.” Boss Bai knocked on the 

podium and said,”our major is a little special. Other majors usually don’t have professional courses in 

their first year, but our major is different. We have professional courses from the first year onwards, and 

it takes up a large proportion! Of course, I’m basically the only lecturer for all the specialized courses!” 

Everyone wasn’t too surprised to hear boss Bai’s words, because after the military training ended, Bai 

Weitao handed out the class schedule, and everyone knew the class schedule for the first semester of 

the freshman year. 

It was boss Bai’s first class today, so he didn’t go straight to the actual class. Instead, he talked about 

what the Faculty of Medicine needed to learn, what they should master, and what they would achieve 

after graduation … 

However, to everyone’s surprise, many of the core R & D personnel of the large pharmaceutical factories 

had actually graduated from boss Bai. This made everyone present feel a deep sense of respect for boss 

Bai. No wonder the elders in their families wanted to apply for this place! 

All the students present, except for those who were interested in herbs, were from families related to 

medicine. Their families either owned pharmaceutical factories and pharmaceutical companies, were 

engaged in the research and development of health products, or opened Chinese medicine hospitals. 

Therefore, they sent their relatives and friends ‘children here to learn some real skills and help their 

family’s business when they returned. 

“Lin Yi … That han Jingjing …” Xinyan couldn’t help but ask Lin Yi during break time. 

“She’s my neighbor. She insisted that I bring her to the classroom this morning. ” “I think there’s 

something wrong with her IQ,” Lin Yi smiled bitterly.”She’s a little dumb. ” 

“So we’re neighbors …” Xinyan’s heart ached, and there was an indescribable feeling in her heart. It was 

a strange feeling, and she’d never felt it before. 

“En …” Lin Yi was just about to say something when he saw han Jingjing walking over. He felt 

helpless,””What do you want now?” 

“Lin Yi bro, where’s the washroom? I … I want to go …” Han Jingjing blushed. 

…”Don’t you know how to go out and look for it?” Lin Yi’s face darkened. Why did this han Jingjing look 

like she didn’t know much about the world? Looking at her ability to buy a villa, she couldn’t be the 

young miss of some big family, right? He was still the type who would be served. 

“I … I’m afraid I’ll get lost …” Han Jingjing said, a little embarrassed. 



“I’ll go with you. I want to go too. ” Wang Xinyan said as she stood up. 

There was a flash of disappointment in han Jingjing’s eyes, but it was gone as quickly as it came. She 

nodded to Wang Xinyan.”Sure, thank you, sister!” 

“It’s nothing, it’s just along the way. ” With that, Wang Xinyan brought han Jingjing to the bathroom. 

Xinyan wanted to get to know the new girl as well-they were the only two girls in the class, after all, and 

it’d be more convenient to have a girl with them when there were events in the future, and it’d save 

them the embarrassment of changing clothes during military training. 

Wang Xinyan and han Jingjing went to the bathroom, but Bai Weitao came over.””Brother Lin, what’s up 

with this han Jingjing? Don’t tell me she’s also your sister-in-law?” 

“It’s nothing. I met her on my way to school. She’s also a medicine major, so I brought her here.” Lin Yi 

didn’t mention that he was Jingjing’s neighbor-there were too many people around. What if they all 

went to his house? It’d be hard to explain when the Miss and Shu were at home. 

So Lin Yi decided to talk to him in private. 

“Ah? It can’t be, he’s so lucky!” Song xiaodao said enviously,”why can’t I touch it?” I’m the only single 

one now. Old Bai and Shengji have their own goals now …” 

“Shengji?” Lin Yi froze and looked at Zhao Shengyi. He knew that Bai Weitao was chasing he meiyue, but 

he didn’t know why Zhao Shengyi had a target. 

“That’s Chai Xiaoling, hehe …” Zhao Shengji said with his big belly. 

Lin Yi looked at Zhao Shengji and thought about Chai Xiaoling’s petite figure. He felt a chill down his 

spine. The two of them were in complete contrast! 

“By the way, Bai Weitao, how’s the preparation for the freshmen’s party?” Lin Yi asked. 

“There’s basically no problem. I’ve already talked to my classmates yesterday. Our class will sing a duet, 

and I’ll be the lead singer!” “There’s no class this afternoon, so we’ll start practicing!”Said Bai Weitao. 

Chapter 1953: what to do? 

“That’s good. Since you’ve agreed to compete with Zhang duopan, you have to show your true abilities. 

If you lose, you won’t be able to answer to he meiyue.” Lin Yi was still concerned about him, but he 

couldn’t help much with the performance. 

“I know, don’t worry. That Zhang duopan obviously doesn’t have any artistic cells in him. I’m still 

confident that I can beat him.” Bai Weitao said with confidence. 

“But don’t underestimate the enemy. That kid is a bit sinister.” Lin Yi said. He could tell from the canteen 

incident that Zhang duopan was a cunning person. 

Soon, Xinyan and Jingjing came back from the bathroom. The two seemed to be more familiar with each 

other, but Xinyan didn’t invite Jingjing to sit with her for some reason. Perhaps she didn’t want to ruin 

the peace and quiet she had with Lin Yi in class. 



Xinyan was already used to sitting next to Lin Yi-it was a very safe and stable feeling, as if it was how it 

was supposed to be. 

And so, Xinyan didn’t want anyone else to get involved and ruin this peace that might last forever. 

He heard that Zhaolong had a Ph.D. In medicine at Donghai Industry University, and he was here to 

create an opportunity to get in touch with Zhaolong … The moment Zhaolong appeared, the peace 

would be broken. 

It was noon, and Lin Yi sent the Miss a text, telling her that he was going back to Songshan to see sun 

Jingyi and check her practitioner’s Arts and Qi, comparing it to the Qi in granny sun’s head. 

The Miss agreed without hesitation, but she gave Lin Yi a difficult task. He had to go back to the villa and 

bring her undergarments from the second floor … 

Although there were undergarments for sale here, there were some undergarments that the young 

ladies were used to wearing and were unwilling to change. 

Lin Yi didn’t know what to say. He remembered that the Miss didn’t even let him go upstairs when they 

first arrived, but now … She even let him get her underwear … But when did the Miss become so bold? 

Hadn’t she always been a reserved person? 

Lin Yi was still troubled, but Mengyao was about to explode.”Shu, who told you to post this?” 

“Oh, Yaoyao sis, didn’t you say that you can’t get used to the new sets of undergarments and pajamas? 

you want to get all of Songshan ‘s? “I saw shield bro was going back, so I asked him to get it for me …” 

Yushu said. 

“He doesn’t need to get it! What if he sees what’s inside the cabinet?” Mengyao glared at Yushu, 

wishing she could kill her with a kick. 

“In the cabinet? What’s that?” Chen Yushu was taken aback. 

“You bought it yourself. You don’t know what it is?” “You mean that 

“Ah!” Yushu suddenly remembered that there was a box in the cupboard with some female imitation 

products. She had bought it online out of curiosity, but after realizing that it could damage her hymen, 

she didn’t dare to try it out. She studied it for a while before throwing it into the cupboard. She didn’t 

remember it after that, but Mengyao didn ‘t. 

“What ‘ah’? hurry up and send him a text message to stop him from taking it!” Mengyao was furious. 

“But, if we text him now, wouldn’t it make things more obvious? what if shield bro gets even more 

curious?” Chen Yushu replied. 

“You …” Chu Mengyao thought about it. It was indeed like that. If she sent a text to stop Lin Yi from 

getting the underwear, Lin Yi would be very suspicious. He would check it carefully and the situation 

would be even more serious. It would seem like she and Shu were both lechers and purposely hid it 

from him … 

Mengyao sighed dejectedly at the thought.”Forget it, you’ll explain it tonight!” 



“Oh, it’s okay, I’ve explained everything. Don’t worry, I won’t drag Yaoyao sis down with me!” Yushu 

said, patting her chest. 

“It has nothing to do with me in the first place!” Mengyao yelled. 

“But Yaoyao sis, you’ve studied it too, and you didn’t object when I bought it!” Chen Yushu replied. 

“Then how do you explain this?” Mengyao didn’t want to dwell on the issue. 

“I told you, I wanted to do it with shield bro, but I didn’t know how to do it, so I bought one to study it 

and understand its structure, just in case something went wrong when we do it.” Chen Yushu replied. 

“As you wish.” Chu Mengyao was speechless. Chen Yushu had always been this tough. She was the most 

suitable person to explain. 

Lin Yi went back to the dormitory before he left. The box of US dollars he got from the drug dealer was 

still in his bag. Lin Yi was planning to give this money to Yu Xiaoke. Although fatty Lai could give Yu 

Xiaoke some support in building the orphanage and waive the construction and material costs, the 

children in the orphanage still needed money to live. Fatty Lai couldn’t provide this money endlessly. 

After all, the development of miracle doctor Guan’s medical company required a lot of money. 

After taking the money, Lin Yi gave Jingyi a call. 

Jingyi was surprised and happy to receive Lin Yi’s call. 

“Great thief, why are you calling me? I thought you had forgotten about me!” Jingyi’s attitude towards 

Lin Yi was slowly changing, from the initial good impression she had towards him to a slight liking for 

him. It was only after the noble House meeting that Jingyi realized how strong Lin Yi was! 

At first, Jingyi wasn’t sure if she should like Lin Yi or worship him, but Lingshan’s willingness to throw 

herself at him touched her competitive spirit-she’d never get a chance like this again if she didn’t grab 

onto such a good man! 

These past few days, Jingyi had heard that Lingshan was going to be transferred to Donghai city, and she 

was getting even more worried. She was cursing at Lingshan for being so shameless-Lin Yi’s wife had just 

gone to the valley to train, and she was already rushing to get her position! She couldn’t let her get her 

way! 

She was Lin Yi’s lover, after all-it’d be easier to become Lin Yi’s lover than an outsider like Lingshan, 

wouldn’t it? 

Sometimes, things were just so weird-sun Jingyi went from being a little moved by Lin Yi, and all of a 

sudden, she’d completely taken over his heart. This kind of strange phenomenon could be said to be a 

subtle influence, and when sun Jingyi calmed down, even she herself found it unbelievable! 

Did she fall in love with Lin Yi just like that? 

When did this happen? 

When I asked him to help me deal with my business opponents? 

And when she told him to pretend to be her boyfriend to trick Chentian? 



Or was it when she wanted him to meet her grandfather as her boyfriend? (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1954: strong Alliance 

  

Or was it during the noble House meeting, when Lin Yi showed off his power? 

Jingyi couldn’t remember exactly when it started, but she was sure that she had fallen in love with Lin Yi. 

She wouldn’t be so impatient when she heard that Lingshan was going to Donghai city! 

And so, Jingyi decided to talk to Chentian about it, and they’d go to Donghai together. 

She didn’t expect Lin Yi to call her before Jingyi even went to look for Chentian. 

“You’re still at your previous residence, right? I’ll come find you in a bit. ” Lin Yi said. 

“Ah? You came to find me? Aren’t you in Donghai city?” Jingyi froze. 

“Yes, I’m in Donghai, but I’m going back to Songshan later. I need to talk to you about something.” Lin Yi 

said. 

“Alright then, see you later!” Sun Jingyi suppressed the joy in her heart and hung up. 

Jingyi knew that Lin Yi didn’t just want to see her because he missed her, but she was still happy to see 

him again. 

Lin Yi didn’t want to waste any more time-he drove straight to the highway. 

He had quite a few things to do in Songshan this time-he had to check on Jingyi’s Qi, deliver money to Yu 

Xiaoke, visit Ziyu and Chen Xi at Songshan’s first school, and get the Miss “undergarments … 

Two hours later, Lin Yi’s car stopped at the food street behind Songshan’s first school. He looked at the 

familiar scene, a trace of confusion in his eyes. It seemed like he’d experienced a lot of important things 

with someone important here … 

But he couldn’t remember the details. 

Lin Yi frowned and shook his head helplessly. He got out of the car and walked in the direction of the 

school. 

The guard recognized Lin Yi, and didn’t stop him. 

It was after class, and there were a lot of students on the field. It was a familiar memory-the field, the 

school building, and the canteen not far away all made Lin Yi emotional. 

“Hey, do you know which class Ziyu and Chen Xi are from?” Lin Yi asked one of the students, who looked 

like a freshman. 

“Ah, you don’t know?” The student looked at Lin Yi strangely. 

“Are they very famous?” Lin Yi blinked-it was strange that he didn’t know. 



“Not very famous, but very famous! Ziyu and Chen Xi are the school beauties of the first year, but Ziyu’s 

got a hot personality-not just anyone would go after her, only zou ruoming the school’s ruoming 

would!” The student was beaming with joy as he continued,”But compared to Ying Ziyu, Chen Xi’s more 

popular. She’s called the commoner school beauty, and many guys dream about her. She’s just in time 

to take over the position of the commoner school beauty who graduated last year …” 

“A commoner school beauty?” Lin Yi repeated the name-it sounded familiar. 

“Eh? By the way, are you even from our school? how come you don’t know anything?” The student 

turned to Lin Yi, alert.”Let me tell you, we can’t even compete for the beauty queen of our school. If 

you’re from another school, you can forget about it!” 

“Ah … I’m Ying Ziyu’s big brother.” Lin Yi said with a smile. 

“Ah? “So you’re Ying Ziyu’s brother … Then it’s fine, Bai …” The student looked at Lin Yi, a little 

embarrassed. Calling his sister’s personality hot right in front of her brother was something he didn’t 

want to do. 

“Wait, which class is Ziyu in?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Grade one, class five … Eh? Aren’t you her brother? How come you don’t know which class she’s in?” 

The student looked at Lin Yi suspiciously. 

“I’m a distant relative, I’m here to visit her. ” With that, Lin Yi turned and walked back to the school 

building. 

“Could it be an excuse made up by Ziyu’s suitor?” The student shook his head and ignored him. 

Ziyu and Chen Xi were the school beauties, but they were too far away from normal boys like them. 

Lin Yi walked into the building with ease, and found class five very quickly. There was a crowd outside 

the door, and a boy was holding a big bouquet of flowers, as if he was publicly confessing his love! 

“Ziyu, just promise me, I’m serious about you, really!” The boy was saying mushy words of love. 

However, Lin Yi knew who this person was-it was ruoming! This guy was here to confess his love to Ziyu, 

and that made Lin Yi frown. He’d only been gone for a few days, and the zou brothers were up to 

something again? 

Didn’t he have ruoguang take care of Ziyu? Why was his brother ruoming here to bother her? Did this 

family not want to live? 

But it didn’t seem like ruoming was doing anything out of the ordinary, so Lin Yi decided to wait and see. 

Ziyu had been really annoyed these past few days-ruoming had written her a love letter before, but 

she’d tossed it away without even looking at it, and she’d even rejected him when he asked her out for 

dinner a couple of times. Who’d have thought that ruoming would be blocking the class entrance with a 

huge bouquet of flowers! 

“Zou ruoming, are you done? Didn’t I tell you that my brother is very powerful? if you come and bother 

me again, I’ll have him break your third leg!” Ziyu put her hands on her waist as she glared at ruoming. 



The surrounding students secretly clicked their tongues. As expected of the hot school Belle, she was so 

fierce. She wanted to break her third leg with just one sentence! 

“Hehe, my brother is also very powerful. This is even better. We’re a strong team!” Ruoming said, 

grinning. 

Ziyu frowned-it looked like this guy wasn’t going to give up until she did something strong.”Do you know 

the big boss of the northern District, Guang bro?” 

Ziyu didn’t want to talk about these gangsters at first-she’d promised Lin Yi that she’d study hard, after 

all, and she hadn’t been fighting with people recently. She didn’t think that someone would come and 

bother her when she wasn’t looking for trouble. 

“The big boss of the northern District, Guang bro? Isn’t that my brother? Hehe, he’s zou ruoguang, and 

I’m zou ruoming. Is your Brother My Brother?” Ruoming chuckled, thinking that Ziyu had a godbrother 

now? This was even better. After being together with her, they would be even closer! 

It wasn’t that ruoguang was acting up after Lin Yi left-he just didn’t think that ruoming and Ziyu would 

have anything to do with each other, and he didn’t know that Ziyu would come to Songshan’s first 

school! 

Chapter 1955: I’m her brother 

“So zou ruoguang is your brother, that’s even better! However, he doesn’t deserve to be my brother. In 

front of my brother, your brother is just a pug!” Ziyu thought back to the respect ruoguang had for Lin 

Yi-this was even better! She’d bring ruoguang out now, and the guy wouldn’t come bother her anymore! 

“What did you just say?” Ruoming’s face darkened at that! It was a slap to the face-he’d known that Ziyu 

was a hooligan, and he hadn’t tried to force her before, but now she was calling him a lapdog! Ruoming 

was pissed.”Which green onion is your brother?” 

“I’m her brother. ” Lin Yi smiled and walked over. 

“You?” Ruoming wasn’t expecting a response, but his face changed when he turned around. He didn’t 

expect Lin Yi to be here, and his legs went soft, almost falling to the ground! 

He thought back to what Ziyu said before-your brother was just a dog in front of my brother! She was 

right! Not to mention zou ruoguang, even his own father zou Tiandi was trash in front of God Lin! 

“God Lin Yi … Ziyu’s your little sister …” Ruoming only just realized what a stupid thing he’d done-of all 

the girls he could’ve chased, he had to pick Ziyu! He’d been aiming for the commoner beauty Chen Xi 

before, but he’d been beaten up by Lin Yi because of Tang Yin-it’d left a shadow in his heart, and so he’d 

chosen the hot girl Ziyu. He didn’t think she’d be Lin Yi’s sister! 

“Why haven’t you graduated yet? Can’t you do something more serious? You only know How to Pick Up 

Girls!” Lin Yi frowned. He could tell that Ziyu wasn’t losing anything, and so he didn’t want to bother 

with ruoming. With a hooligan like him in the school, he could ask him to look after Ziyu and Chen Xi. 

“Ah … God Lin, I can’t get into university, I’ll just hang around for a few more years …” Ruoming said 

awkwardly. “I’m sorry, God Lin-I didn’t know Ziyu was your sister. If I did, I wouldn’t have the guts to go 

after her … I’ll throw the flower away …” 



“Alright, there’s no need to throw it away even if you buy it.” Lin Yi snatched the flowers away from 

ruoming’s hands, “I’ll borrow the flower to present it to Buddha. Ziyu, this is for you. ” 

Ziyu was already very happy to see Lin Yi here, and now that he was sending her flowers, her heart 

started beating really fast, her face turning red. In front of others, she was a hot girl, but in front of Lin 

Yi, she was a good girl. She took the flowers and said shyly,”Lin Yi bro, thank you …” 

“Ugh …” Ruoming didn’t know what to say-Ziyu had this shy side to her? But then she remembered that 

Lin Yi and Ziyu didn’t have the same last name … Could they be that kind of siblings? 

Ruoming’s legs started shaking at the thought-did he really have eyes? the two girls he’d chased were 

both God Lin ‘s! 

“Lin Yi bro!” Chen Xi saw Lin Yi as well, but her face froze when she saw him giving Ziyu flowers. She 

quickly returned to normal, her mood replaced by surprise.”What are you doing here?” 

Lin Yi’s perception was extremely sharp, how could he not see Chen Xi’s sadness? He smiled and split 

the flower into two, giving one to Chen Xi,”It was originally for the two of you, but I was just about to 

ask Ziyu to give it to you!” 

“Yeah, yeah, Chen Xi, Lin Yi bro actually wanted to give you the flowers!” Ziyu looked at Chen Xi with a 

teasing look-she knew what she was thinking, of course. She’d been using Lin Yi as a joke all this while. 

“Ah … Is that so …” Chen Xi was happy, but the look in Ziyu’s eyes scared her. She didn’t want to say 

something inappropriate in front of Lin Yi.”Thank you, Lin Yi bro … Let’s … Let’s talk outside, it’s not good 

to do it outside the classroom …” 

Chen Xi was a little shy. There were some students who were in love too, but she was a more 

conservative girl. She had a crush on Lin Yi, but she didn’t want people to see it. 

In fact, even zou ruoming could see through Chen Xi’s intentions. Zou ruoming sighed to himself-he was 

so F * cking lucky! If he’d chosen to pursue Chen Xi back then, he’d be in big trouble! 

Ruoming wouldn’t go after a weak girl like Chen Xi the way he did Ziyu-he’d threaten and threaten her 

like he did with Tang Yin, but that’d be a huge problem. Lin Yi would probably stomp him to death if he 

found out. 

“What’s the matter? What are you all doing at the classroom door?” A familiar voice called out, and the 

students at the door scattered as soon as they heard it. Even zou ruoming moved to the side carefully. 

“What are you three still doing there!” The voice rang out again, but it was directed at Lin Yi, Ziyu, and 

Chen Xi. 

“Hehe, chief Wang, I’m here to see my two little Sisters.” Lin Yi greeted with a smile. 

“Argh! Lin Yi?” Wang Zhifeng’s face changed a little when he saw Lin Yi. He was relieved that Lin Yi had 

graduated, and he could finally return to being that invincible Dean, but he didn’t think that Lin Yi would 

be back! 

He didn’t dare to act in front of Lin Yi-he wasn’t afraid of Lin Yi now that he’d graduated. He’d be in big 

trouble if Lin Yi told him about what happened before! And so, Zhifeng put on a friendly smile.”Ah, these 



two are your younger sisters. Are they from grade one, class five? I understand. If you need anything in 

the future, you can find me at any time!” 

“Chen Xi, Ziyu, director Wang said that if you have any trouble in the future, you can just look for him. 

For example, if someone is pursuing you or something.” Lin Yi smiled at the two. 

Ziyu’s eyes were wide-she didn’t think that this dark-faced Dean would be this nice to Lin Yi. Just who 

was this guy? why was he so cocky everywhere he went? Ziyu idolized Lin Yi to death! 

“Haha, the Dean doesn’t even need to do anything. I’ve already helped God Lin!” Ruoming said, patting 

his chest as he spoke, worried that Lin Yi would come looking for trouble. 

Zhifeng didn’t know what to say-this ruoming had become so loyal after Lin Yi beat him up a couple of 

times, what a soft bone … But wasn’t his weakness in Lin Yi’s hands as well? 

Chapter 1956: Ying Ziyu’s idea 

   

These two were part of the school’s legal and illegal forces-no one would dare bully them in school 

anymore. 

“The next period is PE, we’ll skip it. Lin Yi bro, can you take us out for a walk? we haven’t seen you in a 

long time!” Ziyu started skipping right in front of the Dean. 

“Haha, it’s fine. Since you’re busy, you guys can go. I’ll talk to your PE teacher!” Wang Zhifeng said 

quickly. He wanted Lin Yi to leave as soon as possible. 

Chen Xi wasn’t as smart as Ziyu, and her eyes went wide as she saw the strict director say something like 

that. 

But Ziyu was already holding her hand, and walking out of the building with Lin Yi … 

“Not bad, Ziyu. You’ve actually met the cut-off point for your own expenses. It seems that Xiao Qi has 

done a lot during this period of time!” The first half of Lin Yi’s sentence was to praise Ziyu, and she was 

feeling very proud of herself, but the second half was to praise Chen Xi! This made her very depressed! 

“Although it’s true that little Xi has contributed, she’s also worked hard!” Ziyu said unhappily. 

“Yeah, Lin Yi bro, Ziyu sis is really putting in a lot of effort!” Chen Xi also said quickly. 

“I know, I’m just afraid that she’ll be too proud!” “But you didn’t let me down, Ziyu-study hard so you 

can face your brother and yourself in the future!” Lin Yi said. 

“My brother …” Ziyu was a little disappointed at the mention of her brother,””My brother’s mission isn’t 

finished yet? When can he come back …” 

“I don’t know about that. Also, some things are confidential, so I can’t just say it.” “But I think it’ll take a 

long time, otherwise your brother wouldn’t have asked me to take care of you!” Lin Yi said. 

“The person my brother entrusted me with isn’t bad! Lin Yi bro, you’re so strong-everyone’s afraid of 

you wherever you go! Even that black face Wang Zhifeng is so nice to you!” She’d been scolded by Wang 



Zhifeng a couple of times since school, and naturally, she hated him. Seeing how nice he was to Lin Yi 

today really helped her vent her anger. 

“Do you have enough money?” Lin Yi came to see Ziyu mainly to ask if she had any money to spend. The 

school did waive her school fees, but she still needed money to live. 

“It’s alright. I haven’t spent all the money you left me last time. I don’t really use money. ” Ziyu wasn’t 

the type of girl to spend money like that-she only spent on food and transportation, not clothes. 

“En, it’s good that you know how to be thrifty, but don’t shortchange yourself too much. This is a card 

with twenty thousand Yuan in it. If you use it wisely, it should be enough for one semester!” Lin Yi said 

as he handed a bank card to Ziyu-it was one he’d just made.”The password is six zeros.” 

“Did … My brother ask you to give this to me?” Ziyu didn’t want to take Lin Yi’s money. 

“Yes, your brother left me a sum of money and asked me to pay you regularly.” Lin Yi replied vaguely. 

“Oh …” Ziyu didn’t stand on ceremony-she took the card and put it in her pocket. 

“Xi, how’s your mother’s health? Are there any more problems?” Lin Yi didn’t know why, but he 

suddenly thought of old Zhu-that guy was always up to no good, and he wondered if he’d hurt Chen Xi’s 

mother again. 

“Mom’s fine now. She’s working at that beef noodle restaurant. The part-time job is to deliver food. She 

can make 2000 Yuan a month!” Chen Xi was very happy when she talked about her mother’s situation. 

Now that her mother’s health was better, and she could go out and make money, Chen Xi’s family’s life 

was much easier! 

With her mother’s income, Chen Xi didn’t have to go pick up scraps every day. She could go out on the 

weekends, and it wouldn’t affect her studies. 

Lin Yi nodded,”alright, you guys go back and study hard. I’m going to school in Donghai city. Call me if 

you need anything!” 

“Ah … I’m leaving …” Chen Xi heard that Lin Yi was leaving and was a little reluctant, but she wasn’t the 

kind of person who was good at expressing herself, so she didn’t know what to say to keep him. 

“Lin Yi bro, since you’re here once, don’t leave so early. You didn’t even treat Xi and me to dinner!” 

“When my brother comes back, I’ll tell him you’re not good to us,” Ziyu said, acting cute. 

“Ha …” Lin Yi smiled, but his heart tightened. Ziyu might never know that her brother was dead, and she 

wouldn’t be able to see the pangolin again. Lin Yi’s face changed at the thought. “Let’s go, I’ll treat you 

guys to something. What do you want to eat?” 

“Yeah … I want to eat the beef noodles from the restaurant Xi’s mom works at.” “I’ve tried it once 

before, and I thought it was a bit expensive. It’s your treat this time, Lin Yi bro!”Ziyu said. 

“Alright, let’s go!” Lin Yi sighed. Ziyu was a good girl by nature, and mixing in society at that school was a 

way of protecting herself. Otherwise, it would’ve been hard for her to survive alone in that environment. 

Even if she did, she might’ve caught the eyes of some gangster and become their slave. 



After treating Chen Xi and Ying Ziyu to noodles, Lin Yi sent them back to school and told them to study 

hard before leaving. Lin Yi’s heart was heavy-seeing Ziyu’s happy face made his heart feel heavy. He had 

to tell her about the armors sooner or later, but how was he supposed to do that? 

“Xi, I don’t know what to say about you. Haven’t you heard that you have to fight for your own 

happiness? You’re so quiet, can’t you take the initiative? How many years does it take for Lin Yi bro to 

come see us? you see, he’s just wasting his chance!” Ziyu said, exasperated. 

“I …” Chen Xi denied it at first when Ziyu read her mind, but as time passed, she admitted it. Liking Lin Yi 

wasn’t something to be embarrassed about, and so Ziyu started teaching her how to chase boys, but she 

never had the chance to put it into practice. 

“AI, this won’t do. I’ll have to change my tactics next time. Next time, we’ll find a chance to trick Lin Yi 

bro into coming to my house. You’ll dress sexier and flirt with him, maybe you’ll succeed!” Ziyu said. 

“Aiya, Ziyu sis, what are you talking about … I wouldn’t do that … That’s so indecent!” Chen Xi’s face 

reddened even more-Ziyu had come up with something like this, telling her to go get horny! Wasn’t that 

something only bad women would do? 

Chapter 1957: gloomy and gloomy 

  

“What’s there to be improper about? Haven’t you heard of this saying? A woman must be able to go to 

the hall, go to the kitchen, and go to bed!” 

Ziyu said with a serious face.”In front of outsiders, you have to be dignified and Noble. At home, you 

have to be gentle and virtuous. You have to cook well and once you’re in bed, you have to be rich! 

Coquettish! All men like women like her!” 

Ziyu was a gangster before, and she’d heard a lot of these things when she was with men. Now, she 

started to teach Chen Xi. 

“Ah? Is that so?” 

Chen Xi was more innocent, but Ziyu’s words did make sense. It was just that it was too embarrassing, 

and she didn’t seem like she could do it. 

“Of course. No, I have to continue to train you. Otherwise, you won’t have a good chance!” 

Ziyu said. 

“Sister Ziyu, um … Can I not sleep with you …” 

Chen Zhao asked with a bitter face. 

“How can we do that? This is the most important!” 

“Don’t worry, it’s easy to learn. I’ll make some movies for you, and you’ll know when you come to my 

house!” 

“Ah, alright …” 



Chen Xi stupidly agreed. 

Lin Yi drove back to the villa after leaving Songshan’s first school. 

It’d been a long time since anyone came to this villa ever since he’d moved to Donghai city. Lin Yi 

opened the door and suddenly felt that the place was cold and empty. 

Lin Yi didn’t waste any time and went up to the Miss and Shu’s bedroom on the second floor. 

This used to be Lin Yi’s forbidden area, but after they got closer, Lin Yi did come here a few times, but he 

wouldn’t come here if there wasn’t anything important. 

He opened the Miss “wardrobe and found a clean underwear box. He took out the undergarments and 

pajamas one by one and placed them in the box. 

The Miss “and Shu’s undergarments were more towards the cute style, with many of them printed with 

cartoon patterns. Even so, it still made people’s imagination run wild. 

Lin Yi couldn’t help but think back to granny sun’s house, when the Miss took off her clothes to take a 

shower. 

Lin Yi cursed at the three Earth Class B * stards for coming at the wrong time-it was too good of them to 

be burnt to death! 

After putting the undergarments in, Lin Yi noticed a small box under the cabinet. 

Lin Yi didn’t think too much about it-he thought it was new undergarments, so he picked it up and 

jumped in shock! 

“F * ck, so big!” 

Lin Yi looked at the huge thing in front of him-he was shocked! 

Such a huge massager for women … Was it for the Miss or Shu? 

But it didn’t seem like it-the Miss wasn’t that kind of person, and Shu, on the other hand, was a bit 

tough, but Lin Yi didn’t think she’d use something so scary … 

However, no one else had this item in the Miss and Shu’s cabinets. 

Lin Yi hesitated, not sure if he should give it to them. He wanted to ask the Miss and Shu, but he didn’t 

feel good about it. 

After a moment of silence, Lin Yi stuffed the box into the inventory. He’d given it to them anyway, and 

they’d see if they wanted it or not. 

Lin Yi didn’t think too much about it-it was possible that Shu was messing with people all the time, after 

all. It wasn’t impossible for her to stuff something like that in pinliang’s bag. 

Lin Yi put the stuff in the trunk and went back to his room, taking out a male thief’s mask. 

Lin Yi thought about it and decided to meet Yu Xiaoke as the male thief. 



He’d tried to help her as Lin Yi last time, and the girl had misunderstood him. He didn’t want to bother 

explaining. 

………… 

Yu Xiaoke was going crazy recently. Although the construction of the orphanage was on the right track, 

and most of the buildings were built by fatty Lai’s construction company for free, she still needed 

money, very much! 

There was no other reason other than the fact that Lingshan had recently uncovered a criminal gang 

that specialized in child trafficking, adopting street children and raising them into beggars, performers, 

and thieves. 

The person in charge of the gang was an Jiande, but he’d been half-crippled by Lin Yi-no one knew if he 

was Dead or Alive after the professor sent him back to the firewolves. 

His men didn’t know about this yet. While they were waiting for an Jiande’s return, the police came to 

their door and destroyed their criminal den. 

Although the criminals were sent to prison, the children and street children who were caught became 

the biggest victims! 

The police released the photos of the children and waited for their parents to come and claim them. At 

the same time, they sent them to the orphanage in the city. 

Of course, everyone knew that only a few parents would recognize their children and take them back. 

Most of the children would stay in the orphanage forever. 

Because some children were sold or abandoned by their cruel parents, how could they acknowledge 

them again? 

The orphanage suddenly had two hundred kids-that was two hundred mouths to feed! No matter how 

rich Yu Xiaoke was, she couldn’t afford to raise all these kids. 

The money Lin Yi gave her last time was basically spent, and Yu Xiaoke was so anxious that she wanted 

to go back to her old business! 

In fact, the orphanage could have refused to accept these 200 orphans. After all, the financial situation 

of the orphanage was not very good. Suddenly having so many children would definitely add a huge 

burden. 

But Yu Xiaoke and the Dean were kind people-they didn’t set up the orphanage for money, they did it 

out of love. 

Yu Xiaoke even went to the hospital to adopt an abandoned child. Facing so many homeless children, 

how could she reject them? 

“Master, there are so many children. The expenses for food, clothes, and daily necessities are too much 

for us. We can’t afford it! Why don’t we ask Mr. Lai to lend us some money?” 



Yu Xiaoke didn’t want to borrow money unless it was the last resort. She didn’t know why Lin Yi was so 

good to her. Not only did he give her a sum of money last time, but he also asked fatty Lai to build some 

facilities for the orphanage when he had the spare time to build the factory. 

Although most of the materials used were leftover from the construction of the factory, and the time of 

construction was not fixed, he would only help the orphanage when his construction company was free. 

Although the progress was slow, the orphanage did not have to pay a single cent. 

And so, Yu Xiaoke was confused-what was Lin Yi doing this for? 

Since she had already made it clear to him that she had someone she liked and it was impossible for her 

to have anything to do with him, he obviously didn’t have that goal in mind … 

But if that wasn’t the case, then what was it? 

Chapter 1958: Different attitudes 

“Xiaoke, we already owe CEO Lai a huge favor. We can tell that he needs money too, so we shouldn’t ask 

him for it. Otherwise, people might think we’re too greedy.” The old principal shook her head.”How 

about this? we’ll hold on for a while longer. If we really can’t do it, master will personally take on a few 

missions …” 

“Master, your identity …” Yu Xiaoke was shocked. She knew a little about her master’s background. If 

her master went out in public and was seen by people with bad intentions, her life would be in danger. 

“After so many years, that matter should have settled down. Besides, I’ve only accepted missions from 

the Steal sect, so there shouldn’t be any problems.” The old principal said. 

“Master, how about I go …” Yu Xiaoke hesitated. 

“No! You almost lost your life last time, and if it wasn’t for the male thief protecting you, you wouldn’t 

have made it back!” The Dean rejected Yu Xiaoke’s suggestion,”Although you’re proficient in some 

secret Arts, you’re still too inexperienced. How can you be a match for those cunning fellows?” 

Hearing the Dean’s words, you Xiaoke couldn’t help but fall silent. Indeed, if it wasn’t for the male thief 

protecting her the last time, she would’ve become cannon fodder for old hei and the others. She 

wouldn’t even know how she died. 

“Sigh, if only the male thief could go with me …” Yu Xiaoke sighed. 

Lin Yi stood quietly outside the Dean’s room, listening to the conversation between Yu Xiaoke and the 

Dean. He didn’t expect the orphanage to be so difficult! She thought that with the money she gave them 

last time and fatty Lai’s free help, the orphanage would be able to live a good life. Who knew that there 

would suddenly be two hundred more orphans? this was killing her! 

With Yu Xiaoke’s personality, even if she didn’t want to eat or drink, she wouldn’t let these kids suffer. 

And so, although Yu Xiaoke was a bit reckless and greedy, Lin Yi had a good impression of her. 

Otherwise, he wouldn’t have thought of giving this small box of US dollars to Yu Xiaoke immediately. 



Lin Yi didn’t disturb her and waited outside the room quietly. He didn’t want the Dean to know that he 

was here. He only came to see Yu Xiaoke and could leave after giving her the things. 

Lin Yi didn’t want too many people to know about the male thief’s identity. The Dean was half a golden 

class master, and it made Lin Yi feel like she had some sort of secret. Plus, Yu Xiaoke said that she 

seemed to have some sort of grudge against someone, so Lin Yi didn’t want to have too much 

interaction with her. 

Yu Xiaoke finished her conversation with the Dean and walked out of the room. However, she didn’t 

even take two steps before she heard a voice behind her. 

“Flying Sparrow, may I have a word with you?” Lin Yi suddenly appeared behind Yu Xiaoke. 

“Ah …” You Xiaoke was shocked, but after hearing the familiar voice and the unique name, you Xiaoke’s 

eyes flashed with excitement,””Male thief!” 

She turned around and saw the familiar mask-her heart skipped a beat, and her face reddened. 

This was the person that he had been thinking about day and night, the person that often appeared in 

his dreams. He had never thought that he would actually appear in front of him again. 

Didn’t he say that he wouldn’t see her again every time they parted? But not long after, they met again, 

making Yu Xiaoke very happy. 

“Ha … It’s me, but aren’t you going to invite me to your room? I don’t think it’s good for others to see 

me like this?” Lin Yi pointed at his mask and smiled bitterly. 

Yu Xiaoke couldn’t see Lin Yi’s bitter smile, but she could hear the awkwardness in his voice. She said 

cheekily,”Then you should take off your mask!” 

“If I take it off … I’m afraid you’ll be disappointed. Sometimes, expectations are far better than reality.” 

Lin Yi said faintly. 

“If you don’t want to take it off, then don ‘t. Even if you’re an ugly monster, I still like you!” Xiaoke was 

telling the truth-she liked the male thief as a person. She didn’t even know what he looked like, and he 

always wore this mask in front of her, but she just liked him. 

“Hehe, then you can just treat me as an ugly person.” Lin Yi said with a smile. 

Although Yu Xiaoke said that, she still quickened her steps and brought Lin Yi to her room. 

You Xiaoke was very excited-this was the second time the male thief took the initiative to look for her, it 

was a good start. 

After entering the room, Yu Xiaoke happily made Lin Yi a cup of tea and sat beside him,””Why are you so 

free to come and find me?” 

“You seem to be having a hard time, so this is for you.” Lin Yi passed the small suitcase to Yu Xiaoke. 

“What is this?” Xiaoke blinked as she took the suitcase and opened it. The moment she opened it, her 

eyes were filled with greed,”US dollars! So many! Is it for me?” 



“Yeah.” Lin Yi nodded. 

“Wow, male thief, you’re so good to me!” Yu Xiaoke hugged Lin Yi and kissed him on the mask,””I love 

you to death!” 

Lin Yi was speechless-this Yu Xiaoke treated the male thief and Lin Yi with completely different attitudes! 

He’d given her money as Lin Yi last time, but she didn’t seem happy at all-she even looked like she was 

worried that he’d do something to her … The male thief would’ve taken the initiative … 

“I got this money from an illegal source. I robbed it from a drug dealer. You should have a way to 

exchange it, right?” Lin Yi reminded. 

“That’s not a problem. As members of the Steal sect, there’s no problem in dealing with this amount of 

Black Gold. ” “One and a half million?” Xiaoke said nonchalantly. Haha, that’s great, it’s enough to last 

for a long time!” 

“Use it first. I’ll send you more in the future when I have this kind of money,” Lin Yi didn’t mind stealing 

from her again if he came across something like this in the future. “I’ll be leaving first. ” 

“Argh! “You’re leaving already …”Yu Xiaoke was disappointed, but she felt sweet when she remembered 

that the male thief came to give her money. He still cared about me, otherwise, why would he think of 

me first when he robbed the drug dealers? 

“En … By the way, does the thief sect have a special information channel? I’m looking for some rare 

items, do you have any way to help me?” Lin Yi was about to leave when he remembered something. 

“Of course there is. If you’re looking for something, I can help you keep an eye out.” Yu Xiaoke was 

overjoyed-she was afraid that the male thief would look for her for no reason. As long as the two were 

connected, it would be easy to see him in the future. 

“Colored steel, it’s a type of multi-colored steel.” “There’s also the blue crystal and the pure yellow 

jade,”Lin Yi said. 

Chapter 1959: That’s not very good, right? 

  

“Hmm … Okay, I’ll help you keep an eye out.” Yu Xiaoke heard Lin Yi’s words and didn’t think much of it. 

The male thief wouldn’t look for normal things so seriously, so even though some of the items were 

extremely precious, it was normal that she had never heard of some of them,”But How do I contact you 

when I have news?” 

Xiaoke’s eyes were sly as she spoke-as long as she got the male thief’s contact, she’d be able to call her 

more often. 

“I …” Lin Yi wanted to give her his number, but he thought about it. The number was registered with his 

id. If Xiaoke went to check, wouldn’t she know who he was? “How about this, I’ll come back later,” Lin Yi 

said. 

“I see … Okay then …” Yu Xiaoke was a little disappointed, but the male thief’s promise to come back 

was much better than never seeing her again. 



“I’ll be leaving then. ” Lin Yi saw the reluctance in her eyes and couldn’t help but sigh. 

“En …” You Xiaoke nodded. 

Lin Yi turned around and walked towards the door. 

“Male thief …” You Xiaoke couldn’t help but call out again. 

“What’s wrong?” Lin Yi turned around. 

“I … I like you!” Yu Xiaoke said those words countless times in her dream. Although she had confessed to 

Lin Yi before, she couldn’t help but say it again when she saw him again. 

Lin Yi’s steps paused, but he didn’t say anything. He shook his head and quickly left the room, 

disappearing without a trace in an instant … 

Yu Xiaoke, on the other hand, fell into a daze as she watched Lin Yi’s back disappear … 

Lin Yi had no choice but to ask Xiaoke for help. These three items were too precious. Fatty Lai had been 

asking around for them, but he couldn’t find anything. The blue crystal was hard to come by, and he 

didn’t know where the pure yellow jade was. There was no news about the colored steel either, so Lin Yi 

could only try to ask Xiaoke for help. 

After leaving the orphanage, Lin Yi went back to his car and took off his mask before calling Jingyi. 

“Jingyi, where are you? I’m in Songshan right now. ” Lin Yi said. 

“Ah, you’re already here? I’m at home. Tell me the place and I’ll be there immediately. ” Jingyi said. 

“Let’s go to your house. There are some things that can’t be done in public. ” Lin Yi said. 

“Ah?” Jingyi blinked, her face reddening-there were things that couldn’t be done in public? What was 

the meaning of this? Did Lin Yi want to … 

Jingyi couldn’t help but feel her face heat up at the thought-was Lin Yi trying to exercise his right as his 

lover? 

“Oh … Let’s call Wu Chentian too.” Lin Yi couldn’t see Jingyi’s expression, and naturally didn’t know what 

she was thinking. 

“Ha? And you’re still called Wu Chentian?” Jingyi was dumbfounded-why was Lin Yi calling Chentian? 

Don’t tell me you’re thinking of having a 3p? She remembered that Xiaoxiao said she wanted to do 3p 

with Lin Yi-did he really want to do that after getting a taste of the sweetness? 

But … If it was Jingyi with Lin Yi, that was one thing, but with Chentian? wasn’t that asking for her death? 

“Yeah, what’s wrong?” Lin Yi blinked, sensing that something was wrong with Jingyi’s tone. 

“Wu Chentian … I don’t think that’s a good name …” Sun Jingyi may have the image of a strong woman 

on the outside, but in front of Lin Yi, she was a little retarded. 



“Not good? “You’re right ……”Lin Yi thought about it, and decided to ask Jingyi about her practitioner’s 

Arts himself. Chentian wasn’t an outsider, but it wouldn’t be convenient, so he nodded.”Alright, then we 

won’t call him.” 

“Phew …” Jingyi breathed in relief. 

Eh? That’s not right! Lin Yi suddenly remembered that he didn’t tell sun Jingyi what he wanted to see 

her for, how could she know about it beforehand? Then what did she mean by her words just now? 

With that thought, Lin Yi asked with a weird expression,”Jingyi, what do you mean by not letting me call 

Wu Chentian?” 

“You … Didn’t you want to do that with me … I’m not even ready yet, why did you ask Chentian to 

come? I … I’m not such a loose person!” Jingyi started panicking after hearing that Lin Yi was looking for 

Chentian again. 

The misunderstanding between the two was only because they couldn’t see each other-if Lin Yi could 

see Jingyi, he’d probably know what she’d misunderstood, and if Jingyi could see the weird expression 

on Lin Yi’s face, she’d know that she’d misunderstood him. 

But the two couldn’t see each other’s expressions-they could only guess what was going on between the 

lines, and so this misunderstanding was getting bigger and bigger-Jingyi exploded! 

Lin Yi was strong, and she admitted that she had feelings for him, but that didn’t mean that she could 

just humiliate herself like that. With him … She wasn’t ready, but she was willing to do it, but with Wu 

Chengtian, she might as well just kill herself! 

“Gah?” Lin Yi didn’t know what to do with Jingyi’s sudden outburst, but he finally understood what the 

misunderstanding was-he didn’t know whether to laugh or cry.”Jingyi … What does this have to do with 

being loose? I came to you because I wanted to ask you about house sun’s practitioner’s Arts, and I 

came to Wu Chentian because I wanted to discuss our future plans with you. But then I realized that 

although Wu Chentian wasn’t an outsider, it was better to keep your practitioner’s Arts a secret, so I 

didn’t go to him … Did you misunderstand something?” 

“Argh! “I …”Jingyi’s face was even redder-she wanted to find a hole to hide in. Did I misunderstand? And 

the misunderstanding was so thorough? It was so embarrassing! But luckily, Jingyi knew that Lin Yi 

couldn’t see her expression. She coughed a couple of times.”I didn’t misunderstand, what I meant was … 

I’ve never let anyone else into my room before … Yes, only the people I like can come … So Wu Chentian 

can’t come … Yes, that’s it …” 

Lin Yi didn’t want to expose Jingyi’s lies-it was quite funny, after all. Jingyi actually thought that he 

wanted to get Chentian to do it with her? was he that shameless? 

“Alright, alright. Can I come?” Lin Yi asked. 

“You’re my … Half lover, so no one else can come. You’re an exception.” Jingyi said, a little embarrassed. 

She didn’t directly admit that Lin Yi was the one she liked, but it was a silent agreement. 

Chapter 1960: I was just joking 



“Oh, then wait for me.” Lin Yi found that this girl was quite interesting. She seemed strong on the 

surface, but in reality … She was just a little girl who hadn’t grown up yet. She put on a fake appearance 

to protect him, and the fickleness of big families made her learn how to protect herself since young. 

“En …” Sun Jingyi nodded shyly. Her disguise had been seen through by Lin Yi a long time ago, so sun 

Jingyi didn’t have to protect herself so tiredly in front of Lin Yi. She was like a child who was wandering 

outside and found a Harbor to shelter from the wind. It was a very comfortable feeling. 

Half an hour later, Lin Yi arrived at sun Jingyi’s rental area. It was an apartment area, and Lin Yi knew the 

address, but he had never been here. 

He parked the car in the parking lot downstairs and took the elevator up, pressing the doorbell. 

After a while, sun Jingyi’s voice came from inside,”Who is it?” 

“It’s me, Lin Yi,” Lin Yi said. 

The door opened, and Jingyi looked at Lin Yi, surprised. “You’re here!” 

Lin Yi sized up Jingyi, a smile on his lips. This girl was wearing her pajamas at home, but she had light 

makeup on-it was obvious that she’d put on some makeup for him. Lin Yi was surprised and helpless at 

the same time. Jingyi, did this come true? 

Was it the pressure from house sun, or was it her own intentions? 

Lin Yi didn’t like people with ulterior motives, and he’d feel uncomfortable if Jingyi approached him 

because of old man sun’s intentions. 

“You should dress yourself up more innocently. It’s quite pleasing to the eye. It’s much better than the 

mature and mature look you had before.” Lin Yi said. 

“The company has been sold, so they have nothing to do. Of course, they won’t dress up.” Jingyi was a 

little happy at Lin Yi’s words.”Am I really beautiful today?” 

“Indeed,” Lin Yi nodded,”but I don’t have to dress up the next time I come. There’s no need. You’re 

already pretty good looking. It’ll be the same even without makeup.” 

Jingyi said, a little embarrassed that Lin Yi had seen through her.”I went out to buy some food … So I put 

on makeup. Do you think it’s because of you? You’re so smug!” 

“Oh, then what about food? I’m a little hungry. ” Lin Yi said. 

“Food … I’ve finished everything …” Sun Jingyi hmphed. 

“You’re done?” Lin Yi asked with a half-smile on his face. 

“I really finished it. I even threw away the packaging!” Jingyi said. 

“Oh, where did you throw the packaging? let me see what you’re eating. I’ll go buy it too. I don’t know 

what to eat!” Lin Yi said seriously. 



“Lin Yi, did you do that on purpose? Why are you so annoying?” Jingyi could tell that Lin Yi was making 

fun of her on purpose, and decided to drop the act. “It’s for you to dress up, okay? Are you satisfied 

now?” 

“Ugh …” Lin Yi didn’t think that Jingyi would go on a rampage twice in one day. He rubbed his chin 

awkwardly and smiled bitterly,””I was just joking, Jingyi …” 

“Me too,” Jingyi said. 

“Hehe, alright, let’s get down to business. By the way, can you transfer some of your true Qi to me?” Lin 

Yi asked. 

“My true Qi? Transfer it to you?” Jingyi’s face turned weird after a pause. “You’re serious?” 

“What’s wrong?” Lin Yi felt like he’d overlooked something when he saw Jingyi’s expression. 

“For house sun, once we’ve reached the first stage, our Qi can only be used by one person, and if we 

can’t reach the second stage, we’ll have to supply Qi to that person for the rest of our lives …””You don’t 

know?” 

“Ah!” Lin Yi had heard of this situation before, but he’d overlooked this condition before, thinking that 

it’d be fine if Jingyi gave him some Qi. But now it seemed that Jingyi’s happiness was bound to him if he 

wanted her Qi-he couldn’t do something so reckless before he’d made up his mind to accept her. 

Lin Yi felt a little awkward,”I forgot about that. But don’t get me wrong, I just want to study your true 

energy. I don’t have any other intentions …” 

“Is that so …” Jingyi sighed in relief, but at the same time disappointed. 

She was even thinking that if Lin Yi insisted, she’d just give in and transfer her Qi to him. That way, she’d 

be able to rely on him openly, since she’d entrusted her entire life’s happiness to Lin Yi-she’d have to 

serve only him for the rest of her life … 

“So, if your true energy automatically becomes the same as mine after you transfer it to me, then the 

true energy that you cultivate in the future will also automatically become this type of true energy?” Lin 

Yi suddenly thought of an important question. 

“There’s no mistake!” Jingyi nodded.”House sun’s practitioner’s Arts are very weird-it’s a support-type 

practitioner’s Arts. Once my Qi becomes yours, then no matter how much I train, it’ll be the same type 

of Qi!” 

“I see …” Lin Yi’s eyes flashed with understanding and joy-if what Jingyi said was true, then there was no 

need for him to study her pure energy. No wonder he felt that the energy in granny sun’s mind didn’t 

have any bad intentions, and felt a sense of familiarity. 

It wasn’t from sun Jingyi, but uncle Fu! Since granny sun was uncle Fu’s wife, the Qi She cultivated was 

naturally the same as uncle Fu ‘s! Lin Yi scolded himself for being an idiot-he’d already known everything 

when he tried uncle Fu’s pure energy, hadn’t he? 

“Yeah, what’s wrong …” Jingyi didn’t understand why Lin Yi was so happy. 



“Haha, thank you, Jingyi, you’ve solved a big problem for me!” “So house sun’s practitioner’s Arts are 

that weird, no wonder I couldn’t see through your strength.” Lin Yi smiled. 

From the moment Lin Yi met her, he couldn’t tell what her strength level was. He could only say that her 

practitioner’s Arts belonged to the practitioner’s class, but she wasn’t completely a practitioner-she 

didn’t have a strength level, and was just a support type. 

“En, it’s nothing …” Sun Jingyi shook her head. She didn’t understand what she had helped Lin Yi with. 

“Right, Jingyi, can you give me a copy of your practitioner’s Arts?” Lin Yi suddenly thought that if he let 

granny sun continue training, would she be able to help uncle Fu? 

                                                                                                                                                                                             

 


